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Abstract— In communication ,speech is one of the major form .This work proposes a new method for speaker feature extraction 

based on Formants, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients and K-NN denoted as FMFCNN . In  this work  extracted the formants and 

MFC coefficient features,this features are used as the input to K-NN and produce the corresponding output from  training and the  

testing data. In  early method we use sentences or words to extract features ,in this work partially recorded words, ie vowels are 

specifically used for speaker  recognition. Every  individual voice contain their own special features  that  clearly convey their emotions. 

This work which is useful for speech to text purpose, speaker recognition mainly in  biometrics, google search, autonomous cars, 

navigation systems . FMFCNN results convey very good method for speaker recognition and identification. The MFC coefficients are 

very good results in speaker recognition as well as audio formants are effective method for speaker verification, combination of these 

two method result produce a better method for speaker identification  than  the former results  The FMFCNN results are more superior. 

 Index Terms— Speaker identification and recognition,Formants,MFCC,K-nearest neighbouur 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

    From the begining of earth communication is very 

effective,and the speech which play a major role in 

communication environment. Every individual speech  

have their own special characteristics, and it convey  

different emotions.In day to day technologies speech 

processing mechanism lead a specific role in speaker 

identification as well as speaker recongnition methods. 

Speaker identification used in biometrics areas security 

system for  more safety. Speech proceesing means study of 

speech signals and processing these signals. Which is 

regarded as a special case of digital signal processing in 

which applied to the speech signals, in this technique input 

is called speech recongnition and the output is called 

speech synthesis. In this work a new method FMFCNN is 

approached  the combination of MFC coefficients and the 

formants as features  extracted from the partially recorded 

audio mainly vowels.  

 

In speech recongnition MFCC bring a major roll.The 

human speech contain discriminate features and the 

frequency 5KHz,speech signals are quasi-stationary ,means 

slowly time varying signals .Different choices of methods 

are available like LPC,DFT,DWTetc.The main purpose of 

the MFCC processor is to mimic the behavior of the 

human ears. MFCC which is susceptible to 

variation.Speech input is recorded as a sampling rate 

1000Hz,this range of sampling frequency selected for 

minimize the effect of aliasing in the analog to digital 

conversion. Sampled signal can capture all frequency up to 

5KHz,which cover most of energy of sounds that as 

generated by humans. 

Formants are frequency peak,which have in the 

spectrum.they are especially for vowels,each formant 

corresponds to a resonance in the vocal tract .Formants 

considered as filters .During the speech signals the input 

signal filtered according to the physical structure of the 

oral tract.They named as F1,F2,F3etc.In vowels formant 

frequencies are very important,vowels are small recorded 

audio clip,which clearly lead the envelop of formants and 

we can get the peak correctly which is very effective 

feature in speaker recognition. 

k-nearest neighbor is considered as lazy learning 

algorithm that classifies data sets based on their similarity 

with neighbors.Nearest neighbor have been used in 

statistical estimation and pattern recognition .KNN simple 

algorithm that stores all available data and classified  with 

the new databases, classification is a technique which will 

examine the large pre-existing databases in order to 

generate the new information.Where K denote the number 

of data set items that are considered for the 

classification.The processing defers with respect to K 

value result is generated after analysis of stored data, it 

neglects any intermediate data.KNN is computationally 

simple algoritham and solve the complex problems.IT 

work with little information and learning process is 

simple.Training time was less for KNN than ANN 

 

In FMFCNN method it’s a combination of these 

MFCC Formants and the KNN system we used. 
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Fig 1.FMCNN method 

   

 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The current work  is the combined method of formants 

and the MFC coefficients within the KNN the previous 

study which convey the idea of formants and the wavelet 

entropy within the neural  network. Disadvantage of 

wavelet packet entropy which leads the new idea of MFCC 

with Formants. There were many studies are carried by 

different researches to obtain the speaker identification. 

Also KNN which is much better than ANN because of 

training time is less KNN than ANN. Speaker 

identification using DWT,and the form DFT,wavelet 

which is better than Fourier transform.   

Text independent speaker recognition using combined 

LPC and MFC coefficient within the artificial neural 

network.MFC coeffecients good in text-independent 

speaker recongnition,but alone it will failure in text 

independent. They we can use the linear predictive coding 

within the artificial neural network, but this cannot give the 

correct output. The wavelet packet they offer simultaneous 

localization in time frequency domain,and the better 

energy compaction, It will give better recognition than the 

LPC then the new method speaker recognition using 

wavelet and MFCC.But its combination work doesn’t 

provide a better result.s 

Researchers investigate Formants from the 

vowels they are partially recorded audio. Which will give 

the better recognition results, then researchers use this 

formants and the wavelet packet entropy within the ANN 

,but the sample data decreses it become inefficient.MFC 

filters they are good in filtering of human sound.Also 

training time for KNN less than ANN,within limited 

amount of data,so this work convey the idea for use  

speaker identification and recognition  using Formants and 

MFCC within the KNN. 

 

 

III.   PROPOSED METHOD 

 

The Formant and MFCC are very useful in speaker 

identification and speaker recognition,and it have almost 

100 percentage of correct classification in partially 

recorded audio,obtain the correct output from the 

minimum amount of data. 

The steps for proposed method first of all take the 

vowel speech data base from different persons,and extract 

the formant and MFCcoefficients features from this 

speech database. Labelling these features with the  label 

value These values are given to the KNN  for 

classification  purpose .In the testing process extract the 

formants and MFCC features  give to the KNN from these 

two input KNN detect the output,mainly this work convey 

of feature extraction and k-nearst neighbor classifier 

 

A .FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

In this paper two feature extraction method are used 

one is Formant  and another one is Mel-scale feaquency  

cepstral coefficient. 

 

Formant  

Formants are frequency peak,which have in the 

spectrum,they are especially for vowels,each formant 

corresponds to a resonance in the vocal tract .Formants 

considered as filters .During the speech signals the input 

signal filtered according to the physical structure of the 

oral tract.They named as F1,F2,F3etc.In vowels formant 

frequencies are very important, vowels are small recorded 

audio clip,which clearly lead the envelop of formants and 

clearly lead the envelop of formants and we can get the 

peak correctly which is very effective feature in speaker 

recognition. 

Formants are vowels pronounced high frequency 

peaks, we want 3 formants from feature extraction. 

Different pronunciation and different vowels are the input 

to the system.One person have  similar formants otherwise 

we can use MFCC for better and accurate results.  

Formants obtained by LPC ie Linear predictive coding  

which is a provened technology.Take the square root of 

the prediction polynomial. The speech signals which pass 

through the low pass filter because obtain the sampling 

frequency of  the data.First of all the speech signals 

windowing by hamming window the use of hamming 

window  which is prefer  the middle portion of the 

recorded signal which will contain maximum amplitude 

values,it will give the better result. 

This hamming window signal multiplied with the data  

then we can obtain the windowing function.Apply the pre-

emphasis filter,which is a all pole regressive one mode 

filter.Input of the pre-emphasis filter is a transfer function 

 Labeling the audio file 

training/testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Formants and MFCC 

Features are extracted for 

training 

  Labeling features with 

label value 

Formants and MFCC 

features are extracted for 

testing 

 Use KNN classifier to 

classify the test features 

Stop 

Detected 

output 
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and it will filtered and get the filter coefficient.The 

transfer function is the system parameters.Then determine 

the LPC , find the root of the LPC coefficient. The LPC 

coefficientes are real valued functions and the roots are 

complex conjugate.Then we can find the angle,for this  

convert the angular frequency in radiance per sample 

represented by the angle to hertz represented as 

bandwidth,take the log then get the  matrix. 3 Formants 

are obtained, ranges from 90-400Hz  

 

MFCC 

In speech recongnition MFCC bring a major roll.The 

human speech contain discriminate features and the 

frequency 5KHz,speech signals are quasi-stationary ,means 

slowly time varying signals .Different choices of methods 

are available like LPC,DFT,DWTetc.The main purpose of 

the MFCC processor is to mimic the behavior of the 

human ears.MFCC which is susceptible to variation. 

Speech input is recorded  a sampling rate 1000Hz,this 

range of sampling frequency selected for minimize the 

effect of aliasing in the analog to digital conversion. 

Sampled signal can capture all frequency up to 

5KHz,which cover most of energy of sounds that as 

generated by humans. 

 
Fig 2.MFCC method 

 

The pre-emphasised signal is blocked into frames of N 

samples with adjacent frames being separated by M.The 

first frame consist of N sample,the second frame start with 

M samples after the first frame and overlap it by N-M 

samples. The process is still  which  will continuous to the 

last  signal. 

Windowing which is a graphical user interface.The 

spectrum signal which will applied to bank of filter called 

Mel filter bank to determine the frequency content across 

each filter.Which is a traingular band pass filter which 

mimics the human auditory system.Filter bank based on 

non-linearity frequency scale called Mel scale.The filter 

are overlapped in such a way that lower boundary of one 

filter which at the centre frequency of the previous filter 

and the upper boundary is situated at the centre frequency 

of the next filter we get the maximum response. 

20 filters are selected and uniformly spaced in the 

Mel-frequency scale between 0 and 4Hz.Mel-frequency  

spectrum is computed by multiplying the signal spectrum 

with a set of traingular filters designed  using the Mel-

scale 

If frequency f,then Mel-frequency 

                                       (1) 

If M is the Mel the corresponding frequency 

B^(-1) (m)==[700e^(m/1125)-700]Hz                                        

(2) 

After computing we can obtain the transfer function of the 

filter 

          The final step in speech processing is to compute 

the MFCC coefficients log Mel spectrum is converted 

back to time.then applyDCT to MFCC 

 

 
(3) 

DCT is fourier related transfer similar to DFT,but use only 

real number. 

   (4) 

           The number of resulting Mel-frequency cepstrum 

coefficients is chooses as  relatively low, in the order of 

12-20 coefficient. The zeroth coefficient usually eliminate 

because it has average log energy of the frame and it will 

carry less information.  

 

B.  k-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM 

k-nearest neighbor is considered as lazy learning 

algorithm that classifies data sets based on their similarity 

with neighbors. Nearest neighbor have been used in 

statistical estimation and pattern recognition .KNN simple 

algorithm that stores all available data and classified  with 

the new databases, classification is a technique which will 

examine the large pre-existing databases in order to 

generate the new information.Where K denote the number 

of data set items that are considered for the 

classification.The processing defers with respect to K 

value result is generated after analysis of stored data, it 

neglects any intermediate data.KNN is computationally 

simple algoritham and solve the complex problems. IT 

work with little information and learning process is 

simple. Training time was less for KNN than ANN.  

 

 

 
Fig 3 KNN classifier 

 

   Algorithm of KNN where training samples are 

vectors in multidimensional feature space,training phase 

of algorithm consist  only storing the feature vector or the 

samples and class labels of training samples. In the 

classification phase K is a user defined constant(query or 

a test point). Commonly used distance metric for 

continuous variable is Euclidean distance,for text 

classification another metric can be used overlap metric 

(Hamming distance) The classification accuracy of KNN 

can be improved significantly by large margin nearest 

neighbor or neighborhood component analysis. 
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 Parameter selection of KNN where the K depend 

upon the data. Genarally large value of K reduces the 

effect of noise on the classification.  A good K can be 

selected by various technique like hyperparameter 

optimization .The special case where the class is predicted  

to be the class of the the closest training sample is called 

nearest neighbor algorithm. In binary classification K 

choose as an odd number.The l-nearest neighbor classifier  

it assign a point x to the class of its closest neighbor in the 

feature space that is .Size training data increases  

it doesn’t exceed the bayes error rate. The weighted 

nearest neighbor which K nearest neighbor classifier 

assign K nearest neighbor weight is  and all others  have 

0 weight. This is generally known as weighted nearest 

neighbor classifier. 

Where ith nearest neighbor is assigned a weight  

                                                  (5) 

 

It hold an analogous result on the strong consistency of 

weighted nearest neighbor  

Let denote weight nearst neighbor classifier with 

weight  

 

   (6)    

For constants B1andB2 

 

 

        
The optimal weighting scheme  

 

 

 
 

       (7) 

 

where 

 
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

In FMFCNN method use the formnats  and the MFCC  

features as input to the KNN algorithm for testing and 

training process  the following steps are used for the 

training 

 Labeling the audio file for testing/ training. 

 Extract formant features using LPC from the 

database,for training 

  Extract the MFCC feature from database by 

frameblocking,windowing,Mel-frequency 

wrapping,for training. 

 Concatenate these two features. 

 Labeling these features with labeling value.  

 Extract formant features using LPC from the 

database,for testing. 

 Extract the MFCC feature from database by 

frameblocking,windowing,Mel-frequency 

wrapping,for testing. 

 Concatenate these two features,and which will 

given to the KNN to classify the test features. 

 Labeling features with label value also given to 

KNN classifier 

 Detected the output 

 Stop 

 

 

V.SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

`The proposed method is implemented with the 

number of speaker and each speaker gives 3 formants and 

20 MFCC features after training and testing process. 

So here the k-nearest neighbor is designed to clarify 

the speakers.This neural network structure is trained with 

the 3 Formants and 20 MFCC features using KNN 

classifier. 

Formants are obtained from the LPC which is a 

provened technology.Take the squre root of the prediction 

polynomial,by using the hamming window windowing the 

speech signal.Then the data multiplied with the window 

function ,it will passes through the pre-emphasis 

filter,after filtering processwe can obtain the parameters 

simple representation of the same speaker ,different 

vowels,formants 

 

 
 

Fig 4 formant features 

20 MFC coefficient features  are obtained from 

the experiment results.when the vowel speech data signal 

then the frame blocked then the windowing process will 

takesplace after that filtering by the mel filters they are 

very efficient for audio signal filtering and produce the 
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cepstrum coefficients.The plot which will shown 

coefficient variations.  

 
 

Fig 5 MFCC features 

 

These plots  represented identified target vs iteration The 

voiced speech signals of number of persons,then take the 

formant features and the MFCC features  it give the KNN 

classifier it will produce the detected output,labeling the 

audio file for testing and training purpose  then the 

formant and MFCC features are extracted for the training 

purpose. Concatenate these two features. Labelling 

features with label value,these values are given to the 

KNN classifier. Features are extracted formants and 

MFCC for testing purpose. These features are give the 

input to the KNN classifier to classify test features,from 

this two inputs we can obtain the detected output.   

 

 
 

Fig 7 identified vs target 

 

                          VI CONCLUSION 

 

  Simulation result shows that the speaker 

identification  using KNN employing formants and MFCC 

known as FMFCNN is a very good method for 

identification and recognition from the minimum amount 

of data within a very short time duration by the use of 

KNN classifiers.Efficient and correct methods are chooses 

to obtain the 100 percentage output.Formants are the 

frequency peaks,they are especially for the vowels.MFCC 

is a very good method for speaker recognition more 

effective than the wavelet packet because the human 

features are extracted by the MFCC which is more 

efficient than the wavelet packet. Filter bank in the MFCC 

filter are designed for better speech feature extraction. 

KNN which is more better than ANN to get the better 

result. 
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